We use density functional theory calculations to show that the LaAlO3|SrTiO3 interface between insulating perovskite oxides is borderline in satisfying the Stoner criterion for itinerant ferromagnetism and explore other oxide combinations with a view to satisfying it more amply. The larger lattice parameter of an LaScO3|BaTiO3 interface is found to be less favorable than the greater interface distortion of LaAlO3|CaTiO3. Compared to LaAlO3|SrTiO3, the latter is predicted to exhibit robust magnetism with a larger saturation moment and a higher Curie temperature. Our results provide support for a "two phase" picture of coexistent superconductivity and ferromagnetism.
Introduction.-LaAlO 3 |SrTiO 3 (LAO|STO) heterostructures have received a great deal of attention over the past decade following the observation of a high mobility two dimensional electron gas (2DEG) at the interface between the two band insulators [1] . Even more intriguing is the finding that superconductivity and ferromagnetism coexist (up to 100-120 mK) [2] [3] [4] where neither material on its own exhibits ferromagnetism; doped bulk STO is known to be superconducting [5] . Though magnetic ordering [6] is now established, the size of the magnetic moments and the ordering temperature are very sensitive to details of how the interfaces are prepared and how the magnetism is measured [2] [3] [4] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Magnetic torque magnetometry measurements found a saturation moment of ∼0.3 µ B per interface unit cell with magnetization persisting above 200 K [4] confirming signatures of room temperature ferromagnetism reported by Ariando et al. [7] . Scanning superconducting quantum interference device measurements revealed submicrometer patches of ferromagnetism on a uniform paramagnetic background [3] . However, other experiments fail to observe significant interface magnetization [8, 10] suggesting that its occurrence depends on the experimental conditions during sample preparation and measurement.
The sensitivity of the interface magnetism observed in experiment is reflected in density functional theory (DFT) calculations where magnetic ordering depends on the choice of exchange-correlation potential and details of how the LAO|STO interface structure is modelled [12] [13] [14] [15] . This sensitivity suggests that the interface Ti-d bands may be very close to a magnetic instability resulting from competition between kinetic and exchange energy. This competition is conventionally formulated as the Stoner criterion, D(E F )I xc ≥ 1, in terms of the non-magnetic density of states (DoS) at the Fermi energy D(E F ), and the Stoner parameter I xc that has been evaluated in the local spin density approximation (LSDA) to DFT and describes correctly the occurrence of itinerant ferromagnetism for metals [16] [17] [18] .
The proximity to a magnetic instability is confirmed in Fig. 1 where D(E) and I
−1
xc are plotted for a number of n-type interfaces formed from bulk materials with lattice parameters larger and smaller than that of SrTiO 3 and with TiO 6 rotations that are smaller and larger than predicted for LAO|STO [14] . The figure shows that when the interface Ti d t2g band contains half an electron, the Stoner criterion is not satisfied for LaScO 3 |BaTiO 3 but is satisfied for LaAlO 3 |CaTiO 3 ; increasing the lattice constant is much less effective in increasing D(E F ) than rotating the TiO 6 octahedra. The figure also makes clear how essential adequate band-filling is for realizing magnetism. Motivated by the interpretation of the theoretical [12] [13] [14] [15] and experimental [2] [3] [4] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] results afforded by Fig. 1(b) , we investigate how to make the interface magnetism more robust. Because the Stoner parameter is essentially a fixed, atomic property of Ti, we focus on how to increase D(E F ): by increasing D(E) as a whole, by changing the band filling to shift E F to a position of higher state density, or by a combination of both.
The DoS is inversely proportional to the bandwidth. It can be increased by rotating the TiO 6 octahedra [14] or by increasing the in-plane lattice constant by replacing STO with the larger BaTiO 3 (BTO) that has a lattice constant a = 4.00Å in its cubic form. To avoid problems related to strain, LAO should be replaced with an A 3+ B 3+ O 3 oxide with a larger, matching lattice constant. We consider the recently synthesized large bandgap scandates, YScO 3 (YSO) and LaScO 3 (LSO) [19] that retain the +/− charged layers alternating along the 001 direction that dopes the interface while offering a good lattice match to BTO; the pseudocubic lattice constants of orthorhombic YSO and LSO are 3.94Å and 4.05Å, respectively (see Table I ). The second possibility we consider is to replace STO with the smaller CaTiO 3 (CTO) [20, 21] that may favour larger tilt angles at the interface; CTO is an orthorhombic compound where the TiO 6 octahedra are intrinsically tilted. Its pseudocubic lattice constant of 3.80Å matches that of LAO, 3.79Å, almost perfectly.
Method.-YSO|BTO, LSO|BTO, LAO|STO and LAO|CTO interfaces are constructed by total energy minimization within DFT. All structural optimization and electronic structure calculations were carried out with a projector augmented wave (PAW) basis [22] as implemented in vasp [23] , the local spin density approximation (LSDA) as parameterized by Perdew and Zunger [24] combined with an on-site Hubbard U (LSDA+U ) to correct the underestimation of d electron localization in the LSDA [25] . Unless otherwise stated, a moderate value of U − J = 3 eV is used for the Ti-3d states that gives a good description of the structural and magnetic properties of bulk 3d 1 oxides [26] . Spectral properties are calculated using a value of U − J = 10 eV on the La 4f states which would otherwise lie too low in energy compared to the Ti 3d states [27] . The atomic positions are relaxed to minimize the Hellman-Feynman forces on each atom with a tolerance value of 0.01 eV/Å.
Our starting point is a bulk titanate substrate that is assumed to be so thick that it determines the in-plane lattice constant. To model, for example, an LAO|STO interface, we use a periodically repeated (m, n) supercell containing m unit cells of LAO and n unit cells of STO perpendicular to the interface. The results reported in this paper were obtained with a (
2 ) supercell containing two n-type interfaces and an in-plane p(2 × 2) unit cell to enable full rotational freedom of the TiO 6 interface octahedra. Apart from constraining the in-plane lattice constants to the titanate bulk value, all structural parameters of these 200 atom supercells including the outof-plane lattice parameter were optimized, representing a substantial improvement on previous calculations.
Results.-The structures of the calculated lowest energy interfaces are shown in the upper panels of Figure 1 . From left to right, it is apparent that the rotation of the interface TiO 6 octahedra increases dramatically on going from a BTO to an STO to a CTO substrate; from the structure with the largest in-plane lattice constant to that with the smallest [28]. For interfaces that are allowed to relax but not to rotate, the DoS decreases in this sequence. However, the lower panels of Fig. 1 show that the opposite is true in the unconstrained case. There, D(E F ) increases from 1.5 to 2.1 to 2.7 states per eV atom spin as the octahedral rotation narrows the interface Ti t 2g band [14] . For magnetism to occur, it is the DoS projected onto the interface Ti atoms that is relevant; it increases from 0.9 to 1.5 to 1.8. For comparison, the horizontal line in Fig. 1 represents I −1 xc where for Ti, I xc ∼ 0.68 eV [18, 29] . It is clear that the Stoner criterion is not satisfied for LSO|BTO, is borderline for LAO|STO, and is amply satisfied by LAO|CTO.
Also apparent from the figure is the different role played by Ti d xy electrons that are localized at the interface and highly dispersive in the interface plane, and the d xz and d yz electrons that have a very anisotropic in-plane dispersion but extend further into the titanate substrate [30, 31] . The bottom of the interface band is formed by the d xy electrons but the corresponding DoS is much too low for these states to order magnetically. The d xz,yz states have a much higher DoS which increases greatly when the TiO 6 octahedra rotate, unlike the d xy electrons. The sharp increase in the d xz,yz DoS at E F highlights the importance of having a sufficient number of electrons in the interface bands and the possibility of tuning the magnetism by field doping with relatively small numbers of electrons as well as suggesting other strategies for inducing ferromagnetism in LAO|STO by enhancing D(E F ), e.g., with strain.
Magnetism.-The Stoner criterion signals a magnetic instability but determining the equilibrium magnetization requires iteration to self consistency [32] . The influence of U on the magnetic moments for all four interfaces is shown in Fig. 2(a) . The YSO|BTO (LSO|BTO) interfaces only form appreciable magnetic moments for large values of U , reaching values of only 0.12 (0.17) µ B per interface Ti atom for U − J = 6 eV. The LAO|STO magnetic moment increases rapidly for U − J > 2 eV and attains a value of 0.3 µ B per interface Ti, the largest value reported [4] , for U − J = 3 eV; this corresponds to a value of U in the range reported to give good agreement with experiment for bulk LaTiO 3 [27, 33] . For this value of U − J, the LAO|CTO magnetic moment has almost reached its saturation value of 0.5 µ B after a rapid increase for U −J > 1 eV. The corresponding density of states in Fig. 2(b) confirms the essentially complete spin polarization of the conduction band electrons, a feature that could be important if spin dependent transport can be demonstrated. The self-consistent results confirm the Stoner-criterion picture that YSO|BTO and LSO|BTO interfaces are unlikely to host ferromagnetism, while LAO|CTO is expected to be a more promising candidate than LAO|STO.
Comparison of the DoS in Figs. 2(b) and 1(c) underlines the non-rigid nature of the spin-polarization. Where the d xz,yz states are largely responsible for the initial magnetic instability, it is the d xy states that subsequently profit most from it [11] . This is because the latter are highly localized in the interface layer and polarize almost completely; their large exchange splitting of some 0.6 eV localizes the occupied states in the interface layer even more. For LAO|CTO, the complete spin-polarization means that the interface charge and spin densities coincide. When, as happens for LAO|STO, the initial nonmagnetic DoS is lower, Fig. 1(c) , the degree of spin polarization is less complete. In this case the interesting situation shown in Fig. 3 arises where the charge density near the interface has largely d xy character and is almost completely spin polarized, while there is a substantial charge density extending out into the STO with d xz,yz character that is only weakly polarized. We identify this with the "two independent carrier gases" proposed by Dikin et al. to explain the observed coexistence of superconductivity and ferromagnetism [2] and "two phase" scenario of Ariando et al. [7] .
Magnetic ordering.-An important measure of the strength of magnetism is its ordering temperature. For ferromagnetic (FM) ordering, this is the Curie temperature T C . In a Heisenberg model, T C is determined by the exchange coupling between atomic moments on different sites. For itinerant magnetism with only 0.5 electron per Ti ion, this picture is not applicable. Nevertheless, we can compare the stability of FM ordering to alternative types of antiferromagnetic (AFM) ordering by comparing the corresponding total energies. This is done in Table II for nonmagnetic (NM), FM, striped (St) and checkerboard (CB) AFM ordering of LAO|STO and LAO|CTO interfaces. The Table shows that the FM and NM tablished [7] , then our total energies suggest that the FM coupling is much stronger for LAO|CTO and we expect magnetic ordering to persist to even higher temperatures. LAO thickness dependence.-By considering a symmetric multilayer geometry [12] [13] [14] [15] , an interface charge of 0.5 electron per interface Ti, the amount needed to resolve the "polar catastrophe" [34] , is automatically realized. For an overlayer of LAO of variable thickness grown on a semiinfinite XTO (X = Ca, Sr, Ba) substrate, this degree of charge transfer can only be achieved asymptotically for an infinitely thick overlayer. The amount of interface charge deduced from transport measurements is far less than 0.5 electron [35] and this is one of the outstanding puzzles presented by these interfaces.
σ is the charge density of an LaO + plane and LAO the permittivity of LAO. A constant electric field σ/ LAO between LaO + and AlO − 2 planes results in a potential build up across LAO that is proportional to the LAO thickness nd measured in terms of n LAO unit cells of height d along the 001 direction; see the inset to Fig. 4 . According to the polar catastrophe scenario [34] , as more layers of LAO are added, its valence band rises until it coincides with the lowest unoccupied states in the XTO conduction band that are ε XTO g + ∆ higher in energy where ε XTO g is the XTO band gap and ∆ the valence band offset with LAO. Charge is then transferred from the surface to the interface leading to an interface charge density σ t that reduces the field across the LAO whose thickness must be increased to transfer more charge until 0.5 electron has been transferred to each interface Ti ion. When this has happened, σ t = − 1 2 σ and there is no potential buildup. σ t can be expressed as
where Fig. 4 shows the variation of σ t /σ with n for LAO|CTO assuming LAO / 0 = 24 [36] and 0 is the permittivity of free space, ε CTO g = 3.57 eV [37] , and ∆ = 0.76 eV, the value we extract from our calculations. K IF is set to a reasonable value of 0.5 F −1 [38] . The figure shows that there is no charge transfer for LAO less than 5 unit cells thick. The horizontal line indicates that for σ t /σ < 0.34, the Stoner criterion is not satisfied, see Fig. 1(c) , suggesting that a minimum of 14 unit cells of LAO must be grown on CTO to satisfy the Stoner criterion, many more than are needed to trigger conduction. This model explains the observation of a critical thickness of LAO for the onset of ferromagnetism at the LAO|STO interface [9] , but not why the critical thickness should be the same for conduction and magnetism. It also suggests the possibility of changing the electron density at the LAO|CTO interface using top/back gate or polar adsorbates (similar to LAO|STO interfaces [39] [40] [41] ) and thereby tuning the magnetic properties even below 14 unit cell thickness of LAO, but not why this has not been observed [9] . We hope that the appeal of magneto-electronic devices based upon gated LAO|CTO heterostructures, where a gate voltage can be used to switch the magnetization at the LAO|CTO interface on or off, will stimulate further studies of this novel system. Conclusion.-We have used ab initio calculations to explore how the ferromagnetism observed at LAO|STO interfaces might be made more robust by increasing the lattice constant or increasing the tilting of TiO 6 octahedra to narrow the Ti d bands. Replacing STO with BTO and LAO with YSO or LSO fails to narrow the bands sufficiently and is less favourable than LAO|STO. Replacing STO with CTO leads to better lattice matching, greater octahedron tilting and substantial narrowing of the Tid xz and d yz bands making LAO|CTO a promising system to explore for interface magnetism. Our calculations indicate that the exchange coupling between Ti atoms is larger with CTO than with STO so substantially higher Curie temperatures are expected. The polar catastrophe model suggests that LAO should be at least 14 unit cells thick in order to realize ferromagnetism at the LAO|CTO interface, while only 5 unit cells is sufficient for the onset of conduction. Alternatively, the electrons could be supplied by gating. Our results demonstrate that the picture proposed to explain the high mobility 2DEG [30] is compatible with itinerant ferromagnetism [12] [13] [14] [15] and provides support for the "two phase" interpretation of the coexistence of superconductivity and magnetism [2, 7] .
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